Ephesos
Can I get a recap?
Etris
Yep.
After a long and tiring battle against flying weaponry, and only gaining the batsword for our troubles, we headed further into the forest. We encountered Hoggle, whereupon we learned more about portals. He lead us to a cave, where we rested. We then hit the road again, promptly getting chased under a rock overhang by fish rain. Everyone ate a large perch, whereupon the session ended.
While waiting for the fishstorm to let up, Kaval was going to make a sharkskin cloak (while keeping the teeth), and Etris was going to attempt to train his sword.
Conall - 23/9 (Present)
Kaval - 19/10 (Present)
Lindy - 134/5 (Present)
Lindy - 13/5 (Present)
John - 9/2 (Not Present)
Etris - 15/3 (Present)
Thuja - 22/10 (Present)
Ephesos
Alright, well everyone regains 1 stamina from the short rest.
Thuja
If I could go over the stamina limit, I'd be unstoppable by now. :P
Ephesos
Alright.
When the rain of fish finally stopped, you all crawled out from under your shelter. It was impossible to step somewhere that wasn't covered in fish, but it had stopped raining. You thought it prudent to keep moving, lest the fish begin to smell.
You didn't get far before you stumbled upon a strange sight. Strange even for Jareth's realm. A rock outcropping with a plain wooden door on it. And the door was upside down.
After contemplating it, prodding it with sticks, and debating the underlying metaphysical implications, Thuja finally got tired of hearing everyone argue and chopped the door off its hinges (using the flat side of the axe, naturally).
Behind the door was a long hallway, lined with occasional torches. The torches were also upside down, somehow, their flames reaching down towards the floor as they burned.
Temmyn and Kaval were immediately interested, and volunteered to scout the passage. When they entered, nothing unusual happened. The reversal of gravity didn't seem to affect them. They began moving down the passage, which seemed to extend beyond the boundaries of the outcropping that contained it.
Then, to the puzzlement of all, the door slammed shut. Etris was the first to try to re-open it, but the door (which was somehow now intact), simply fell off, revealing bare rock.
Etris
"Figures."
I examine the door.
Lindy
"Now what?"
Ephesos
The door is a simple wooden door, lying on the ground.
Etris
"You assume I know."
Conall
"Hey door, why aren't you working now?"
Ephesos
The door does not respond.
Lindy
"Do we try to put it back on or do we take it with us and move on?"
Thuja
I see if I can open the door.
Conall
"Last time this happened, it didn't work again."
Ephesos
The door is still on the ground. Moving it does not reveal a doorway.
Etris
"Well, if someone wants a door, they can take it. But we should probably keep moving."
Thuja
"I guess that's all we can do here. Let's move on."
Lindy
"It could make a nice shield if we just tweak it a bit.
Conall
"I find it disturbing and amusing in equal measures that we are leaving two of our companions stuck in a rock."
"Lets go."
Ephesos
So is someone taking the door?
It's rather cumbersome.
Conall
Kaval would take it, if he were here. :'(
Lindy
I mumble under my breath. "Kaval would want the door..."
Thuja
"Kaval will find plenty of other stuff."
Lindy
No more cumbersome than a land shark I would assume.
Thuja
Are we on a trail, or do we need to look for one?
Lindy
Thuja, could you cut it in half for me?
Ephesos
You are not currently on a trail.
Conall
"Cutting in half will help how?"
"Lets just leave the door."
Lindy
"It'll make a good shield."
Thuja
I look for a trail.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Nature)
Ephesos
You are unable to locate a trail. The outcropping sits alone in a glade.
Lindy
"Etris? Could you cut it in half for me? Will your sword let you?
Etris
"You are aware that a shortsword is not a cutting implement?"
"Besides, that'd dull the blade."
Where is my sword, by the way?
Ephesos
I assumed you had it.
Etris
Yes, but where?
Lindy
"Bah!!" I blast the door in the middle hoping I can get a good chunk around the doorknob for a shield.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Ephesos
The door is blasted into two roughly-equal parts. Each is scorched pretty badly.
Conall
"Now can we move on?" (I'll look for a trail)
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Lindy
I take the one with the door knob on it.
Ephesos
The door-shield is a little unwieldy while you carry your staff, but it's manageable.
Conall chances upon a trail at the edge of the glade. Mercifully, it leads away from the epicenter of the fish-storm.
Etris
"Lead on!" I follow Conall.
Conall
I'll lead the way
Ephesos
Your lights don't penetrate very far into the forest, as a clammy mist has descended now that the rain has stopped. The clouds above seem to be dispersing, as well.
Occasionally, you think you can hear a howl or a growl somewhere off in the distance. But generally, the only sound is the sound of your footsteps on the muddy ground.
You see no sign of Temmyn, Kaval, or John.
Etris
"Seems we're losing them faster than we can get them."
Conall
Is the forest still thinning, or have we moved back into it?
Ephesos
The forest is as dense as ever, but you're certain that you're still moving in the "right" direction.
Lindy
I hum a marching song.
Conall
"Lindy, be quiet, I hate music."
Etris
"Lindy, what are you doing?!"
Conall
"Also, land sharks."
Etris
"Are you trying to attract attention?"
Etris
"Also, land sharks aren't what I'm worried about."
Ephesos
You hear a growl, as if on cue.
Etris
"Though it's not as if I want them to attack."
Lindy
"I'm trying to keep up spirits... But I can see that's pretty futile."
I stop humming outloud and sing a song in my head instead.
Conall
"We lost John. Our spirits don't need lifting."
Etris
I look around for sharks (but keep moving).
Ephesos
Roll for perception if you're keeping an eye out.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Ephesos
(You can also take 10 if you ever feel like taking a "safe" bet.)
Lindy
"There's some growling over there..." I point to the left. "It kinda sounds like.. like they're talking to each other."
Thuja
"Some sharks, you mean?"
Etris
"Talking sharks?"
Lindy
"They sure sound like sharks."
Etris
(I take it that Taking 10 only applies in calm situations, and not frentic ones like combat)
Ephesos
(Yes, you are correct. You cannot take 20 on a sword-blow. I guess you could take 10 on a spell, and see how long it delays you.)
Conall
"Well, they aren't attacking, right? lets just keep a close watch on it."
Etris
I ready myself for a fight, just in case.
Ephesos
Now that you're all listening, you can hear the growls.
Thuja
About how many different sharks are there? A lot, or only a few?
Ephesos
It sounds like there's a group of them, but it's hard to pin down an exact number. At any rate, nothing has burst out of the forest to attack you.
Thuja
"I agree, Conall. We can keep moving."
Etris
I keep moving.
Lindy
I keep going with the group, listening intently for any changes.
Ephesos
The ground starts to slope upward, slowing you down a bit. It's easy to lose your footing with how soaked everything is.
You think you can see the last of the clouds dispersing.
There are no stars, and no moon.
Lindy
"No stars? No points of light to twinkle in the evening sky? I miss home..."
Conall
Can we see anything ahead? That city Hoggle told us about? Or more trees?
Ephesos
Up ahead, the forest seems even thicker.
Lindy
"Hey, I think the sun is rising... Or at least that it's getting lighter out."
Ephesos
The growls increase in volume.
Etris
"I think they hate you, Lindy."
Thuja
(Who has a light source? Just Lindy?)
Conall
(yes)
Thuja
I growl back at the sharks in an attempt to scare them away. (Intimidate)
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
The growling intensifies.
Etris
"Oh for..."
Etris
I start firing force blasts into the woods.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
Your careless force blasts only succeed in knocking down a few widowmakers. The branches slam into the ground, distracting you as you dodge.
Conall
I'll try growling back. Loudly. I'll burn a stamina point.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Ephesos
The growling subsides briefly, before you see a low, squat shape shoot out of the darkness at you.
(Sharks get a surprise round.)
The first shark barrels out of the darkness, straight at Etris. It gracefully leaps over the fallen branches and slams into him for 3 damage. Another one tries to attack Etris, but its many legs get tripped up by a smaller branch.
A third shark flies at Thuja, who nimbly sidesteps.
A fourth shark charges at Lindy, and connects, dealing 3 damage.
A fifth charges at Conall, but realizes that he was making the louder growl. It stumbles.
(You may go now.)
Etris and Lindy are knocked prone.
Etris
I blast the shark on top of me.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Thuja
I attack the shark nearest me with the flat of my axe.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Lindy
(Just say if you need healing. I don't know)
I blast the shark with that nifty holy thing.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
Conall?
Etris
(And join me in a course of "[censored]")
Conall
I'll lift the shark off Etris, and throw it off him.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Conall
Rawr.
Ephesos
Conall manages to shift the shark off of Etris, but can't get a good enough grip to throw it.
Lindy and Etris both attempt to blast the sharks that have them pinned, but can't maintain their concentration enough to finish the spells.
And Thuja just barely misses the shark that originally charged him.
(Sharks' turn.)
The sharks that menaced Etris turn on Conall. One manages to knock him to the ground (3 damage), and the other manages to bite his leg (4 damage).
Conall
(Last time I help anybody. Ever.)
Ephesos
The shark that Thuja missed tackles him to the ground as well, dealing 2 damage.
The shark on top of Lindy tries to bite her, but Lindy twists out of the way, barely managing to shimmy out from under the shark.
The last shark continues to cower in fear of Conall, prone.
(Your turn.)
(Geez, the dice hate you guys this time.)
Etris
I fire a force blast at one of the sharks attacking Conall.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Etris
(Yes, and YEEAAH!)
Thuja
I try to get the shark off of me.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
Thuja struggles to move his shark, but fails.
Conall
I'll swing my bar at the nearest shark.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Ephesos
Etris, taking careful aim, fires a lance of force that stuns the shark that had bitten Conall. Luckily, the shock causes it to release its grip before it is sent flying.
Lindy
I attempt to lever the shark off of myself, using the staff.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Ephesos
Oh. Lindy isn't pinned anymore.
Lindy
(Damn)
In that case, I uses my light blast thing on the nearest shark.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Ephesos
Conall unleashes a hail of blows on the remaining shark on top of him, knocking it off into the mud.
Etris
(Magic users FTW!)
Ephesos
Lindy blasts the shark that had pinned her, causing it to howl in pain.
(Alright, sharks' turn.)
The shark that Conall frightened still isn't advancing.
The two that were menacing Conall right themselves and charge him again. Conall deflects one with the metal bar, but the other knocks him to the ground again, dealing 2 damage.
The shark that Lindy blasted growls loudly, and leaps at her. However, it's fairly clear that the blast stunned it to some degree, because it misses completely.
Finally, the shark that pinned Thuja bites into his arm (unluckily, his dominant arm), dealing 4 damage.
(Party's turn.)
Etris
(Hmm... getting creative idea here...)
Force throw. I accelerate the shark on Conall into the shark Conall deflected. (Stamina cost? I'm spending at least 1...)
Ephesos
(You can do something like a Mage Hand in D&D. Spectral hand of force, just tries to fling the shark. One stamina's fine unless you really botch the roll.)
Etris
(Alright.)
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Etris
(Like that? :-P )
Thuja
I spend a stamina and try to throw the shark off again.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Ephesos
With a very loud grunt, you see Thuja simply stand up, hoisting the shark above his head and throwing it into a tree trunk, before picking his axe up again.
The shark, stunned, takes a moment to figure out where all of its legs went suddenly.
Etris, with a similar grunt of effort, manages to flip the shark that had Conall pinned.
Conall
I'll swing for the shark Etris just moved with my bar.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Ephesos
THUD. Conall's club makes a dull noise as it rebounds off the shark's skull, dazing it for a moment.
Lindy
I blast the shark that tried to attack me again.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Ephesos
Lindy successfully blasts the shark that charged her, dazing it further.
(Sharks' turn.)
The cowering shark finally gets the courage up to attack Conall, knocking him to the ground with a powerful charge (4 damage).
Another of the sharks attacks him, but misses, not having figured on him being knocked prone.
The last shark fighting Conall turns on Etris, and barrels into him. Etris is knocked prone as well, and takes 2 damage.
The shark stunned by Lindy staggers over, and half-heartedly tries to bite her. It fails.
The shark Thuja threw picks itself up, and knocks him to the ground again, slobbering wildly as it deals 4 damage.
(Party's turn)
Thuja
"Gah! Shark rabies!"
I spend another stamina to throw it off.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Etris
"Yeah, no." I force blast the shark in the face.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Etris
(Or my face. Works either way. :-\ )
Lindy
"Here fishy, fishy, fishy..." I blast the dazed shark that is still trying to attack me.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Conall
I'll attack the nearest, standing shark.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Ephesos
Thuja repeats what he has already done, this time tossing the shark into the pile of fallen branches.
Etris attempts to blast the shark that has him pinned, but can't complete the spell.
Lindy dazzles the shark with another blast of light. It blindly staggers around for a moment before walking straight into a tree trunk and falling over, legs flailing wildly.
With a mighty heave, Conall flings away the shark that had him pinned, and clubs another.
...which promptly stops moving.
(Sharks' turn.)
Lindy
"Thuja, you still want an unconscious shark to ride?"
"Er or one to try to tame?"
Thuja
"Yes, if we can leave one alive, that would be great."
Thuja
"Actually... Etris, do you still have the razorhat John gave you?"
Ephesos
The last shark menacing Conall staggers, and charges. It misses.
Etris
"It's full of fish!"
Ephesos
The shark Lindy dazed continues flailing on its back.
Thuja
"I don't care. I need it! Toss it over!"
Ephesos
The shark on top of Etris tries to bite him, but Etris manages to fend it off. Still pinned, though.
The shark that Thuja threw staggers to its feet, but can't orient itself in time to attack.
(Party's turn now.)
Conall
I'll spend a stamina and whack that last shark that's after me.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Conall
Haha.
Etris
"Toss it? How do you propose I do that?!" I try to wrestle so I'm on top of the shark, and start stabbing with my shortsword. Spend 1 Stamina.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Thuja
I try to jump into the back of the shark that keeps tackling me.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Lindy
I blast the shark on top of Etris, trying to get it off of him.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Ephesos
Lindy's blast misses the shark, which is convenient, because it probably would've hit Etris too, who fumbles his way out from under the shark.
Conall stiffarms the shark that was attacking him, but the shark isn't too fazed.
Thuja gracefully leaps through the air, landing flat on the shark's back. You all hear a loud SNAP, followed by an agonized moan. The shark goes limp.
Sharks' turn.
Thuja
"Oh, come on."
Ephesos
The dazed shark manages to right itself, before stumbling blindly into another tree, ending up on its back again.
Lindy
"Maybe you're just to heavy to ride a shark..." I snicker.
Ephesos
The shark Etris just evaded bites his leg, dealing 5 damage.
Finally, Conall is knocked to the ground one more time, taking 3 damage.
Party's turn.
Lindy
"Thuja, try the dazed shark."
Etris
"ARGH!" Reposition myself and fire a shockwave at as many sharks as possible. Spend 2 Stamina.
Thuja
"Okay." I do so.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Thuja
(Uh-oh...)
Conall
(you are eaten. you die)
Lindy
I heal Etris as much as I can without spending stamina.
I then take a devensive position over his limp form (He's used all his stamina right?)
Conall
I'm taking that damn shark down. Another stamina.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Ephesos
Etris is healed for 3 damage, as he slumps to the ground, exhausted.
Conall effortlessly dispatches the shark that had been menacing him.
Before Etris falls, he unleashes a huge shockwave that flings the sharks (and the shark corpses) off into the woods. Sadly, Thuja is also caught in the edge of the blast, and takes 4 damage.
Thuja
(Is that the only bad thing that's going to happen to me?)
Ephesos
(Yes, that is the fully-resolved version of your fumble.)
The sharks are all dead or missing, as far as you can see.
Lindy
I spend one stamina on a group heal.
Ephesos
Everyone is healed for 6 health.
Conall
Yay.
Ephesos
Etris's body occasionally shudders.
Thuja
(Do I still have my dead shark, or did that get blown away too?)
Ephesos
(The dead shark is still there.)
Etris
(Am I unconscious?)
Ephesos
Yes, you are unconscious.
Thuja
"Well, it looks like we need to move on until we find a spot to rest and recover a bit."
Lindy
*Sigh* "Time to move on. Somebody pick up Etris." i try to find our trail.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Ephesos
Lindy spots a trail without trouble. It seems to lead roughly in the direction you were traveling already.
Conall
I'll make sure Etris won't bleed out, and then pick him up.
Ephesos
(He's not bleeding out, just passed out.)
Lindy
I start along the trail and look to the skies.
Ephesos
You hear something rustling in the brush far off to your right.
The sky is still dark.
Lindy
"What's that sound? Should we check it out?"
Thuja
I try to determine what it is.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Perception)
Thuja
"It's a person. I can't tell who, though."
"Hey, you! Quit hiding in the bushes! We won't bite!"
Lindy
"Well we're missing half of our party... I'd say the chances are good it's a friendly."
"Thuja might bite, but it'll hurt less than a land shark's"
Ephesos
A dirty, fish-splattered human walks out of the trees and into your light. It's John. He looks pretty awful.
Thuja
(Muttered) "We might kill you if you annoy us, but we won't bite."
John
"Peekaboo."
Thuja
"Never mind. Go hide in the bushes again!"
Lindy
"Hey John. You look pretty awful."
"Are you in need of immediate medical attention or anything like that?"
John
"I think I can manage."
Lindy
"Let's press on then, shall we?" I follow the path again.
Ephesos
The path continues, gradually sloping upward. You all slow down so as to keep your footing.
Finally, the path levels out.
Up ahead in the distance, you think you can hear running water.
Lindy
roll for perception or nature?
Ephesos
You can roll if you want, but you're pretty sure it's running water.
Lindy
Maybe I'll wait till I see it.
I head for the water.
John
I follow.
Ephesos
You come to a stream, which crosses the trail you've been following.
Etris stirs, and suddenly clutches his arm. He's still unconscious.
If you want to pick up the trail again on the other side, you will definitely have to roll.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Thuja
(Can we be safe and just go for a 10?)
Ephesos
You can take 10, yes.
Thuja
Sweet. I do that.
Lindy
I check Etris' arm for injury. (first aid)
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Ephesos
Between Thuja and Conall, you find the path's continuation easily.
Etris's body convulses alarmingly, and Conall can't hang onto him. He falls to the ground.
Conall
"Oh heck. What's up with him Lindy?"
Lindy
"Hey guys, can we rest by the stream for a bit? Something's wrong with Etris but I can't tell what. It's more magical in nature."
Thuja
"Resting is fine."
Lindy
"His arm is cold... really cold."
I use my healing powers to see if I can help him.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Lindy
"Oh crap..."
Conall
"What?"
Lindy
"This is serious guys. He's being corrupted by zombie necromancy... Must have come too close to death. I can heal him but it'll take some time."
Conall
"Oh do you have to?"
Lindy
I slap Conall.
Conall
"What?! Joking!"
Lindy
"I am unamused..."
Conall
"Etris thought is was dead funny, I bet."
Thuja
"Fine, take all the time you need."
Lindy
"If we don't stop to heal him now, we'll be fighting him as a zombie in an hour."
Thuja
I take a nap.
Lindy
Do I have enough multitasking skill to check John over as well?
Ephesos
Yes, you can check him too.
Lindy
I do so.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Ephesos
(BOOM!)
Sarachim
(Why do all our good rolls get wasted on John?)
Conall
"What the dickens?"
I'll look around to see what made the noise
Ephesos
Roll for it. :P
Lindy
(It was in parenthesis though...)
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Ephesos
Conall finds a very loud squirrel.
Conall
Yay!
Thuja
(Catch it and we can eat it. :P)
Ephesos
The squirrel scampers off into the woods, emitting a loud booming sound.
Conall
"That red he was wearing was a bit loud..."
Lindy
"Oh John... It's got you too. Come here you DO need immediate treatement!"
I also mutter under my breath. "Swim bladders on land sharks... that's the oddest thought I've ever had."
Thuja
I grumble in my sleep.
Conall
I comb my beards. They must be a bit unkempt by now.
Lindy
"Conall, can you treat some of John's woulds while i'm working? They could use some cleaning up."
Conall
"Oh sure, ask me just as I'm doing something!"
Ephesos
Alright, so in order for Lindy to fully treat John and Etris, it will take some time. What does the party want to do in that time?
Assume Lindy is busy working the entire time.
Conall
I'll help her, if that'll make it go faster
Ephesos
Go ahead and roll First Aid, then.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Ephesos
Conall manages not to make anything worse.
Conall
Best we could've hoped for, guys.
Ephesos
Okay, so is Thuja just resting?
(John and Etris are occupied by being treated.)
Lindy
"Maybe you can take a nap with Thuja. He looks kinda cold too. Go cuddle."
Thuja
Zzz.
Conall
Oh, okay. I'll check the area out. Can I see anything interesting?
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Ephesos
The forest is quiet around you. The mist that spread through the forest following the rain appears to be thicker over the stream.
Conall
I'll go and examine the stream. How deep is it? Is it just water?
Ephesos
It appears to be just water. You wade out, and find that the deepest part isn't more than three feet.
Conall
Boring. I might go looking for other squirrels.
Ephesos
Lindy begins the process of expelling the dark magic from John and Etris. By the time she finishes, both of them have lost 3 health from the process (which is rather painful, but less so than becoming a zombie).
Thuja recovers 2 stamina and 3 health while resting.
Etris also regains 1 stamina as the curse is lifted.
Conall
Over the stream then?
Ephesos
Etris regains consciousness.
Etris
"Ow..."
Lindy
"Be thankful I didn't have my blood worms with me... that would have been more than painful."
Etris
"What happened?" I get to my feet.
Lindy
"The zombies are trying to Necromance the living..."
John
(I'm better, too, right?)
Ephesos
Yes, both John and Etris are healed.
Lindy
Cured at least...
Etris
I examine the mist. Anything I can tell about it?
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Elemental Lore)
Ephesos
It appears to be regular, non-magical, H2O.
Lindy
I take a drink and do a quick wash up.
Etris
I do the same.
Ephesos
The water is cold, but refreshing.
Thuja
I clean up my axe and drink a bit.
"All those dried brains soften the impact"
Etris
(Are we across the stream?)
Ephesos
No, you never crossed it.
Etris
(Oh)
"Are we going to cross the stream?" Shift nervously.
Thuja
Thuja boldly leads the way across, without a word.
Etris
"...That a yes?"
Lindy
"I guess that means yes... Though I don't think you're in much of a condition to be traveling."
Conall
"I already said we should."
I'll follow
Lindy
I help Etris across and grumble at the impatience of the meat shields.
Etris
"I've had worse... but are we sure crossing the stream is a good idea?"
John
I'll go across.
Etris
I go across reluctantly.
Lindy
"Nothing in this place is a GOOD idea..."
Ephesos
Nothing happens as you cross the stream.
Etris
I perk up slightly and position myself in the middle of the pack.
Lindy
I look to the horizon.
Ephesos
The horizon is still obscured by trees.
Etris
"You know, I wonder if this forest ever actually ends."
Lindy
"Hoggle said it did."
Etris
"Yeah."
Lindy
"Though I wouldn't put it past Jareth to get us walking in circles."
Ephesos
Up ahead, you think you can see a light.
Conall
"We've no reason not to trust him, though."
Lindy
"No reason to distrust him either."
"Hey Conall, that rock around your head ever do anything?"
Etris
I look at the light.
Conall
"He didn't kill us when he showed us to that shelter. He could've."
"And I'm not sure."
Lindy
I look at the light, too.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (Perception)
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Perception)
Thuja
"You're looking the wrong way, Lindy."
Lindy
"Ahhh! I'm blind!"
"Oh... nevermind there you all are."
Etris
"It seems to be a campfire..."
Lindy
"Campfires are good for resting around... As long as there aren't hostile people resting there already."
Conall
"Shall we head over?"
Etris
"No idea."
Lindy
"Do we ever turn away from a curosity?"
Etris
"No. Unfortunately."
Lindy
"Conall, you go check it out and tell us if it's safe."
Etris
(Why am I suddenly thinking Bilbo Baggins?)
Lindy
(HA I was thinking the same thing.)
Conall
"Okay, I'll lead, but you guys are coming too."
John
(Mutton, anyone?)
Lindy
I follow with door shield raised.
Etris
I trail behind the rest of the group.
Ephesos
As you get closer, you can see four... no, five figures, dancing around the fire.
They look a little like dogs, but they walk upright, have incredibly shaggy fur, and are bright pink.
They're singing something, but you can't tell what. Their voices are high-pitched.
They haven't noticed you yet.
Conall
"Excuse us, pink dog-men?"
Lindy
"What do you guys think? Should we talk to them or run away?"
Ephesos
The figures stop moving.
Thuja
"Too late."
Thuja readies his axe.
Lindy
"Er... I mean Hi." I wave.
Ephesos
You hear one of them speak up.
"I don't think they look like trouble."
Another one speaks.
"No worries, why would they be?"
Lindy
"Um... mind if we join you around the fire?"
Ephesos
"Come on down, we're just about to eat."
Conall
I'll go to the fire, and take a seat
Etris
I approach cautiously and take a seat.
Lindy
"Um... What are you having tonight?" I hope it isn't us...
Thuja
Thuja keeps his feet.
John
I'll sit down, hesitantly.
Ephesos
There's a spit over the fire, with a few chunks of unrecognizable meat on it.
One of them speaks up.
"Let me introduce us. I am Firx, and I keep these morons in line."
This one is very thin, with long curved claws on his hands.
Lindy
I eye the meat and sit down next to one of them. "I don't think I've ever seen a being quite like you before... ?"
Ephesos
Another speaks. This one has sunken, dark eyes, and appears to be permanently stooped.
"Mazirian."
A third speaks. It has very sharp teeth, and it smiles.
"Pansiu is me."
A fourth bows to the group. It is much cleaner than the others, with much better-groomed fur.
"I am Liane."
The last one, a giant slab of muscle with tiny beady eyes, grunts.
"Cazdal."
Etris
"A pleasure to meet you."
Ephesos
Firx walks over to Lindy and looks at her very closely. Uncomfortably closely.
Then he laughs.
"Ah, it's been a long time since we seen anybody like you."
Lindy
I look back intreguied by their anatomy. "So what brings you here tonight?"
Ephesos
Pansiu speaks, a long forked tongue flicking out from his pointy teeth.
"We live out here. We own this forest."
Etris
"Impressive."
Ephesos
Firx grins, and gives the spit on the fire a twirl.
"Jareth lets us be, when we help him."
Lindy
...
Etris
"Ah. What do you know about Jareth?"
Ephesos
Liane speaks this time.
"Jareth is a fine fellow of impeccable taste. Strange taste in women, though."
He looks at Lindy strangely for a moment.
Lindy
I perk up. "Really? Do tell."
Ephesos
Mazirian chuckles, a dry, raspy, unsettling sound.
"The girl. There was a girl. Very young. Very very young."
Conall
"Oh well that makes more sense"
>>
Lindy
*Sigh* "Figures... They always like the young ones best..."
Thuja
Thuja spits.
Ephesos
Mazirian continues, staring straight ahead at the fire.
"She spurned him and escaped the Labyrinth, actually."
Lindy
"Has Jareth asked you to help him with anything recently?"
Conall
"She escaped? How?"
Ephesos
Firx sighs, scratching his mangy scalp with a claw.
"We don't know how she did it, but she did."
Lindy
I look up at the sky and mutter something incomprehensible.
Ephesos
Cazdal grunts.
"We guard. Outsiders."
Etris
"Outsiders... Like us?"
Ephesos
Cazdal nods.
Liane twirls his tail and nods.
"You see, there's a wall over there. It marks the boundary of the inner maze."
He gestures behind him. You can't see anything.
"Once you get past that, you're closer to Jareth than he wants you to be."
Lindy
"I thought he didn't want us here at all..."
Etris
"I got the impression that our mere presence was closer than he wanted us to be."
Ephesos
Pansiu sneers.
"Who said he wanted you out here?"
"He didn't want that silly, immature girl here, at least not immediately."
Etris
"Touche."
John
"Him, if I remember correctly."
"Oh, wait, no. He wanted to watch our slow deaths."
Ephesos
Liane frowns.
"Enough of that, nobody likes to think about that."
Lindy
I nod my head at Pansiu's comment.
Etris
"Defending this forest must be a pain."
Ephesos
Firx catches Etris's eye.
"You'd think that, wouldn't you? But it's not."
Liane nods.
"Yes, it's incredible how easily we can keep an eye out."
Lindy
"You do have lots of help with the land sharks eating outsiders before they get to this point."
Ephesos
Liane points at his eyes, then abruptly sinks his fingers into his eye sockets. He pulls them back out, and waves his disembodied eyes around.
Lindy
I stare mesmerized. "Intreguing."
Thuja
"Cool!"
Lindy
"Wonderful... simply wonderful."
John
"I forgot! Who wants hats!"
Etris
"Um... you do that often?"
Ephesos
Cazdal sits up.
"Me want hat."
John
"...Really?"
Etris
"...really?!"
Ephesos
"Hat."
Conall
"..."
John
"I sell hats all the time. No surprise." (Bluff)
Ephesos
Roll it.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Ephesos
Cazdal seems to believe you.
"Hat, what you want for hat?"
John
"An arm and a leg."
Conall
"We want passage over that wall behind us."
Etris
"Passage."
Lindy
I tap my chin... "You think Jareth would ever start to want anyone else to stick around?"
Etris
(Great minds think alike, Conall. :-P )
Thuja
"You can have one hat for passage and the rest of the hats for keeping John with you."
Ephesos
Firx ignores the negotiations with Pansiu and turns to Lindy.
"He tends to hate outsiders."
"Aside from the girl, of course."
Conall
"Lindy, love, he wears sequins, if you get my meaning."
Ephesos
Pansiu snickers.
Cazdal gently removes one arm and one leg, and drops them on the ground in front of him.
"Arm. Leg. Hat!"
Thuja
"Well, she does have a beard. That's probably close enough."
Lindy
"The girl, the girl... Do you remember her name?"
Etris
(Is passing out in shock a legal action? :-P )
John
"Sold!"
Ephesos
Firx strokes his chin-hairs.
"I think her name was Sarah."
Conall
"Sigh. So, what do we need to do to get passage into the inner maze?"
Thuja
"Kill John?"
Ephesos
Cazdal gleefully takes a hat from John, and sits back down by the fire.
John
I pick up the arm and leg.
Lindy
"Pretty name... probably a pretty girl..." I mumble some more stuff under my breath.
John
I raise them defensively, in case anyone decides to attack me.
Ephesos
Mazirian gasps and chuckles.
"She was but a girl, barely of age for anything!"
Lindy
"Then why did he want her to stay with him?"
Conall
"sequins!"
Thuja
"But she did escape. In other words, we're being shown up by a kid. Great. Just great."
Etris
"A kid who had the favor of Jareth."
Lindy
"She couldn't have possibly been useful to him in any way... " I continue to mumble under my breath and sigh.
Thuja
"From what we've seen of Jareth, that makes it even more embarrassing."
Etris
I facepalm.
Ephesos
Liane snorts distastefully.
"I prefer not to speculate on Jareth's tastes. I find them unpleasant."
Lindy
Barely audible. "...King Jareth... golden codpiece..."
Thuja
"You said you own this forest. Do you work for Jareth at all?"
Conall
"Okay, seriously? How do we get into Jareth's inner maze?"
Ephesos
Firx speaks.
"Of course. We keep a watchful eye, and he leaves us be."
"We can't just let you pass, and while Cazdal may be content, the rest of us are not."
"Dealing with you is less trouble than dealing with Jareth."
John
"Why do we need to? We got the arm and leg already."
Etris
"That's because we haven't been making trouble."
Lindy
I prod Etris and whisper. "You're not exactly in the best condition to be 'making trouble'."
Etris
"Why are you prodding me?"
Thuja
"What do you want from us, then?"
Ephesos
Mazirian glares at you now.
"You are tired. We see."
Etris
"Yes, I am tired."
Ephesos
Firx nods thoughtfully.
He produces a small glass vial from... somewhere.
"First, blood."
"If you are to pass, Jareth must think you have been killed."
"We would need blood from each of you."
Conall
"This is the only way?"
John
"Ooh! Me last!"
Lindy
"What else?"
Ephesos
Mazirian continues laughing. You don't think he's stopped since he first spoke.
"Unless you want to contribute corpses?"
Firx waves a claw absentmindedly at Mazirian.
"And perhaps you have something to barter?"
Thuja
"John!"
Ephesos
He lowers his voice and gestures at Cazdal, who is staring blissfully into the fire.
"At the very least reuniting our chum with his limbs?"
Lindy
"Hmm... the book! Etris see if they want the book."
Etris
"Lindy, you have the book."
Conall
"Wait. Couldn't you tell Jareth that we just managed to get by you?"
Lindy
"I gave it to you didn't I?"
Etris
"Yes, and then I gave it back."
Thuja
"John, return Cazdal's limbs so we can pass. That's a fair trade."
Ephesos
Firx nods.
"I could tell Jareth we were outsmarted, but then he would cast us into the bog."
John
"Why not the book?"
Conall
"John, the limbs."
John
"I will not part with my limbs!"
Lindy
I rummage around in all the things I'm carrying and produce the book.
Ephesos
"If we have the blood, it reassures him that we expended effort."
Lindy
"Here it is... What do you think of this?"
Ephesos
Pansiu growls at John.
"They aren't your limbs, fool."
Conall
"And you need it from all of us?"
(Lindy, you shouldn't offer the book to everybody we meet. :p)
Thuja
I heft my axe. "John, you'll part with at least two limbs. I don't care which ones."
Ephesos
Firx grabs the book and pages through it. Finally, he frowns.
"This book is blank."
Lindy
(I want to know what it does. keeping it in my pocket does nothing. )
"I know. It's magically blank."
"Can't write a thing on it... don't suppose you know what it's for?"
Ephesos
Firx idly tosses the book to the ground.
"Not a clue. And it's not worth our time."
Lindy
i grab the book back up and dust it off.
"Fine then... Blood and limbs? Is that all you require?"
Conall
"Won't Jareth cast you into the bog anyway, when he finds out that we're still alive? I don't see how the blood helps,"
Ephesos
Firx waves over the rest of the group. The five creatures huddle in a group on the other side of the fire.
Conall
(whispers: "And John, you are handing over the limbs.")
Ephesos
Occasionally you catch a word from their conversation.
"Hell to pay..."
"...monstrosity..."
"But a chip to be used..."
"...the brightest in the bunch..."
"HAT."
"...subsist on charity for longer..."
Occasionally one of them plucks their head off their shoulders and holds it up above the huddle to get a better look at you.
Conall
"Etris, can you do something magicky and see where that wall they were talking about is?"
Lindy
I huddle with the others and whisper. "What do you think they're whispering about."
Etris
Whisper, "Not without a lot of energy."
Whisper, "Also, if you just cost us passage, I'm tossing you on this campfire."
Conall
"Me? I'm the only one even coming up with ideas! We're screwed anyway unless John parts with his limbs."
Lindy
"We can just knock him out if need be... It'll be easier to get his blood that way too."
John
"It was a fair trade. Hat for limbs. They are mine to do with as I see fit."
Etris
Whisper, "No ideas is better than bad ideas. And frankly, informing them that their plan has a flaw is a freaking awful idea!"
Ephesos
You notice that Liane has broken from the pack. He approaches you.
Conall
"Hi."
Etris
"Ah." *clears throat* "Hello."
Ephesos
"You have alchemical potions."
Lindy
"I have two curing potions."
Ephesos
"I can smell them, and Firx suffers from a most disagreeable malady."
Lindy
"What do you propose then? Blood, limbs, and potions or just the potions?"
Ephesos
"We still need the blood, and we'd prefer to keep Cazdal whole. The potions will prevent us from turning on you the moment you walk away, most likely."
Etris
"And this... blood exchange. It's all on the up-and-up? There's nothing else to it other than fooling Jareth?" (Run bluff check on the response, to spot if it's a lie.)
Ephesos
"You're lucky Cazdal likes you. Were it not for that, we would've ripped you to shreds already."
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Lindy
I wink at Cazdal.
Ephesos
"We prefer to avoid conflict when we can, and Mazirian is quite certain you will perish in the bog anyway. If we can show Jareth that we made a concerted effort, then, well, it is no loss to us."
The response seems genuine, but Liane's mannerisms make it a little hard to tell.
Conall
"And a vial of blood, which Jareth will assume you got from us with our consent anyway, if we make it past you, will help with that?"
Lindy
I take out the potions and hand them to Firx. "Here take them. You have been most gracious hosts to us."
Etris
(Must... not... shoot... Conall...)
Ephesos
Liane reaches out and slaps Conall across the face.
"My dear friend, you take us to be dense? No, we will produce a scheme more clever than that."
"Of course Jareth would disbelieve us if we just handed him the vial."
Conall
"Right, well we'll get you some blood. John, come here."
Ephesos
"So, we are in agreement?"
Etris
"Most of us, probably..."
Stares at John.
Lindy
"Someone clock John over the head..."
John
"If I give you the limbs do I still have to give blood?"
Thuja
"Two potions, a little bit of blood from everyone, and Cazdal's arm and leg back, right? That sounds fair enough."
Ephesos
"Yes, otherwise Jareth will think you got away."
John
"Dang."
Conall
*mutters: "he'll still think that."
Lindy
I walk past Thuja and nick myself on his axe. 'Let's get this bloody thing over with, shall we?"
I gesture for the vial.
Ephesos
Liane smiles and nods. He beckons Firx to come over.
Firx holds out the vial, and collects some of Lindy's blood (1 damage worth).
"Good, good. We need a fair amount."
Conall
"Wait, this is ridiculous. Tell me your plan first, and if it's a good one, I'll agree to bleeding myself for you. As it is, we've no reason to trust you."
Ephesos
Firx eyes you coldly, and you hear Pansiu cackle.
Lindy
"Do we have a reason not to trust them?"
Thuja
"They haven't attacked us yet. Around here, that's trustworthy."
Ephesos
"What choice do you have now?"
"We offer you safe passage. We enjoy hassling Jareth as much as we enjoy hassling outsiders."
John
I extract as little blood as possible using my hat, then offer it to Firx.
Etris
Silently cut myself on my shortsword, then put the blood in the vial.
Lindy
"Stop being so difficult Conall. It's not going to hurt. Stop being such a baby about it."
Thuja
(We're all losing one health from it, right?)
Ephesos
(It's 1 point of damage, yes.)
John
If I haven't yet done so, I drop the limbs to the ground and back away.
Ephesos
Firx collects the blood from John and Etris.
He looks to Conall.
Thuja
I cut myself with my axe when the vial comes to me.
Ephesos
"You see, your friends trust us."
Lindy
I stare at Conall. "Well? You going to stay here or what?"
Etris
"I wouldn't call it trust, but whatever floats your boat."
Ephesos
Firx collects Thuja's blood.
Liane smiles grimly at Conall.
"We wish you no quarrel."
Conall
"Yes, well, they're forgetting that Jareth can see us wherever we go, and so this "scheme" you have is pretty heavily flawed."
Ephesos
"Do you think we would let Jareth spy on us? This forest is our home, and we hold sway here."
"Jareth's power is weak in these woods. Why do you think he hasn't smote you yet?"
Lindy
I pick up the arm and smack Conall with it before returning it.
"You mean the sharks aren't from him?"
Conall
"Well, he didn't when we were stood right beside him. That proves nothing."
Etris
"Thats it." I leap and Conall and beat the crap out of him, extracting blood in the process.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
Etris leaps at Conall, who sidesteps.
Firx nods.
Ephesos
"The sharks are native. This entire forest was manifested from another plane. Jareth uses it as a buffer."
Conall
I'll smash Etris with my fist, and knock him away.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Thuja
"So... embarrassing..."
Ephesos
"He prefers not to make his presence felt here."
Lindy
"They have swim bladders you know?"
Ephesos
Conall pulls back his fist and knocks Etris flat onto the ground, dealing 2 damage.
Conall
I'll take my dagger and offer some blood, since we're really not getting anywhere, but let it be known I am not happy. :p
Ephesos
Firx nods happily, and collects the blood.
Etris
"Don of a vif!" Pick myself back up.
Ephesos
"Then we must celebrate!"
Liane nods, and gestures to the others.
"Here, we must dance! Partake of our meal!"
Lindy
"Don't suppose we could rest enough for Etris to be a little less tired befroe we set out? I'd love to share a bite."
Ephesos
They begin dancing, a whirling, off-balance jig that seems to involve juggling each others' limbs a lot.
The odd sight moves towards the fire.
Thuja
I follow them.
Etris
I keep my distance.
Ephesos
You hear Cazdal bellow.
"HAT."
Lindy
I smile in merriment and give a skip.
whisper "I really do like these odd fellows."
Etris
"Vell at wheest oar haffy."
Lindy
"Fascinating..."
John
(Did I ever actually give him the hat?)
Etris
(Yes)
John
(Thought so.)
Lindy
I eat whenever they serve the meal.
Ephesos
The dance continues for a while, until Firx removes the spit from the fire.
He carefully serves a portion of the meat to everyone who doesn't refuse it.
Thuja
"What is it?"
Lindy
"Would you like a song? I could sing in between bites I think..."
Conall
"No Lindy, you couldn't."
Etris
"Why vot?"
Lindy
"I wasn't asking you."
"I was asking our marvelous hosts."
Thuja
(Ephesos: What kind of meat was it?)
Ephesos
"It's the fruit of our labors. We cooked it up ourselves."
John
John will stuff his face with the meat.
Etris
I examine it hesitantly.
Ephesos
It tastes delicious, and heavily-seasoned.
Lindy
"Mmmph... Itch delishis... mmm, nom nom."
~"O haffy dey... o haffy deeeey."~
John
Anticipating possible wound recovery, John will hog as much meat as he can.
Etris
I explore behind the creatures a bit.
(In an attempt to find this wall)
Thuja
I eat some as well.
Etris
(I save the meat for later)
Ephesos
You can't see the wall, at least not from the edge of the firelight.
Once everyone has partaken of the meal to Firx's satisfaction, he calls for your attention.
"Come, we will take you to the wall."
John
(uhg, nobody tried not eating it?)
Conall
(I didn't eat.)
Etris
(I saved it for later)
Ephesos
Firx doesn't seem to notice if you didn't eat.
John
(ah, good, designated drivers :p )
Ephesos
Firx strikes out away from the fire, the others bouncing merrily behind.
Etris
I follow them cautiously, staying alert for any signs of trouble.
Ephesos
Pansiu produces a torch to light the way.
Lindy
I follow and mumble "Still no stars... why no stars? Points of light... connected... all connected."
Ephesos
A short distance from the fire, you're surprised to see the forest suddenly end. In front of you is a huge masonry wall, at least 60 feet high. It slopes a little, which makes it look much more climbable.
It's also not entirely flat. You can spot some rough patches, and at least one ledge.
Thuja
"Huh."
Etris
"Looks like we gotta climb."
Lindy
I lean over and whisper to Firx before we leave.
Ephesos
Firx waves at the wall.
"Well, this is it. Above here is the inner maze."
"We would wish you luck, but we are not sentimental."
Mazirian chuckles dryly.
"Particularly to outsiders."
John
I get climbing. "You can thank me later for getting us here, group."
Etris
I examine it to find the easiest path.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Artifice)
Ephesos
The wall looks uneven enough that you can't be sure what would be easier.
Etris
I grimace and start climbing as well.
John
(Am I successfully climbing or was that a bad idea?)
Thuja
I start climbing.
Lindy
"Good bye."
I start climbing as well.
Ephesos
The strange creatures whoop and holler, waving at you.
After a moment of this, they retreat into the forest.
(By taking 10, you'll all get to the top just fine.)
Etris
Alright.
Conall
Lets all do the smart thing.
Lindy
Sounds good to me.
Thuja
Yeah
Ephesos
So everyone's taking 10?
Etris
(I'm not sure why one would roll on that. What possible benefit could a 20 have?)
Yes.
Lindy
(Lindy could have a vision. )
Ephesos
Normally I wouldn't be so frank about whether a 10 nets success. :P
You all scramble up the side of the wall without trouble. A few stones are loose, but you cope.
When you reach the top, you finally get a good look out over the top of the forest.
You can't see the far edge, which you assume is where you entered. However, you get a better look at the sky from here.
While the sky above you is completely dark, it gets lighter towards the horizon. There is a faint white glow seemingly coming from behind the horizon.
The light isn't much more than a starry night at home would provide, but it's better than nothing.
Now, in front of you, there is more maze, at first glance very similar to what you have already traversed.
It's quiet.
For now.
And now, housekeeping.
Etris
We're resting, right?
Lindy
Yeah, we're resting right?
Ephesos
Yes, you can rest if you want.
Etris
Etris needs it. 5 health, 1 stamina.
John
John rests, falling asleep before guard duty is even discussed.
Etris
One good hit would knock him off.
Thuja
I'll stand watch.
Ephesos
If you're doing a full "night's" rest, then you could get back 5 stamina apiece, without factoring in guard duty. 10 HP, with what Lindy can heal without Stamina cost.
Etris
Sounds good to me.
Lindy
That would be lovely... I'd be almost back to full stamina.
Ephesos
So, Thuja stands watch?
Lindy
I sleep.
Ephesos
Alright. Well, luckily, that puts almost everyone back close to full.
Oh, and John gets to level up.
End session.
